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ABSTRACT. With the continuous evolution of information civilization, information technology has become a 
booster to promote the development of national economy and society, information economy has a wide and 
profound impact on social and economic life. This paper uses the input-output method and statistical method to 
measure the scale of information economy, and use this method to measure the scale of information economy in 
Chongqing in 2017. The study show that Chongqing's information economy of scale reached RMB 37561.5 
billion, accounting for 54.76% of the total GDP. This study can provide theoretical reference for the government 
to make relevant policies 
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1. Introduction 

Human history has experienced five major Information revolution. They are the Creation of Language, the 
Creation of Characters, the Invention of Paper-Making and Printing, the Invention and Popularization of 
Telegraph, Telephone, Radio and Television, the Popularization of Computer Applications and the Combination 
of Computer and Modern Communication Technology. Since entering the 21st century, the new generation of 
Information Technology Revolution of the five core, all embodies the theme of information, the future will be 
the era of data, the era of information. The world-wide Information Technology Revolution has affected people's 
values and social consciousness, and then changed the mode of production and management and economic 
structure. 

The Information Economy of Chongqing is developing rapidly, and the information industry such as 
information equipment manufacturing and information service industry develops at an unprecedented speed. 
From a macro perspective, the value created by the information industry as a share of GDP has become larger 
and larger. with the number of employees increasing from 10.5% in 2015 to 17.24% in 2018. From a micro 
perspective, the value of products in the composition of the information component of the growing proportion. In 
Chongqing's information industry, information services have surpassed manufacturing equipment, in 
communications, services have exceeded 80 percent, and in the computer, software and services have exceeded 
60 percent. 

In addition, from 2007 to 2018, the global communications equipment industry also shows a trend of 
increasing year by year In addition, the information industry has become more and more involved in various 
industries and the relationship between the information industry and other industries has become more and closer. 
The proportion of information-related workers in non-information industry is increasing from 22.32% in 2015 to 
29.18% in 2018. 

From the above analysis, we can see that information activities are the key activities in people's production 
and life, and play an increasingly prominent role in Chongqing's economy. It requires us to have an accurate and 
scientific grasp of the relevant economic activities of information production and information resources 
utilization. 

2. Literature Review 

The literature shows that there are two different views on information economy in broad sense and narrow 
sense. In a broad sense, the information economy is the economic activity mode of the Information Society and 
the general term of all economic activities (wang, 2006; Anke, 2006). In a narrow sense, information industry is 
regarded as the economic activity mode of information activities, which refers to all industries related to the 
production, circulation and utilization of information (jing, 2003). The Information Economy is, in effect, a 
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digital economy (The United States Department of Commerce, 2005). They see the digital economy as an 
economy based on Information Technology production, full of digital technological changes that affect every 
aspect of the economy. The Information Economy report of the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development States reports that the information economy is not just about ICT, nor does it include e-commerce, 
where ICT plays an important role. It also includes the widespread social and economic impact of the 
proliferation and use of ICTs, including the Internet and electronic business models. 

The transboundary and permeable nature of software, IT services, communications and data management 
determines that they are economic ecosystems rather than discrete economic sectors (Liang, 1999). There are 
different opinions about the understanding of Information Economy in this country, the representative of which 
is the White Paper on the development of Information Economy in China published by China Information 
Communication Academy. In their definition, information is all the digital things, is the human society and 
material, energy juxtaposition of the basic factors of production. Wu (2003) argues that the information activity 
is all information generation, collection, processing, use and so on the activity, is for the good service in the 
human society development. Therefore, this paper will also measure the scale of Information Economy from a 
narrow point of view. 

According to the research, the measurement methods of information economy scale at home and abroad can 
be divided into three categories, one is statistical method, the second is exponential method, and the third is 
econometric model analysis method. Jing(2003)put a comprehensive information industry strength method, 
which uses AHP (analytic hierarchy process) to determine a number of indicators, finally, the Development 
Status of information industry is obtained from six aspects: the Utilization Capacity of Information Resources, 
the Circulation Capacity of Information Resources, the Development Potential of Information Industry, the R & 
D Capacity of Information Products, the Balance Capacity of Information Industry and the Productivity of 
Information Industry. Information Index measurement method, Kiyosuke (2018) put forward the information 
index method to measure the degree of social information. 

This is a relative measure, first setting a standard level of informatization, and the level of informatization in 
other regions is obtained by comparison. Information Utilization Potential index model (IUP) measurement 
method (UNESCO,H. Borko,2003). The above can be classified as an index measurement method, and the 
statistical data used in such methods is generally small and easy to obtain. The calculation is simple, the 
operability is strong, and it is a relative concept, and the results are comparable, reflecting horizontal or vertical 
differences. The summation of multiple indicators can more fully reflect the extent of the development of the 
Information Economy. The selection of indicators is not comprehensive, it has certain subjectivity, and it has a 
large dependence on the indicators. The error in the actual calculation process is large. There are various 
methods for determining the weight of each indicator, and the weights given by different methods are 
inconsistent. Mark (1962) mentioned “the Knowledge Industry” and “Knowledge Economy” in the publication 
“The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the United States”. He believes that the knowledge industry 
consists of five levels, namely research and development, information organization or institution, information 
equipment, communication and media, and education at all levels. 

The above two points are the core of Mark Lupu's information economy theory and one of the cores of 
measurement. He used the final demand method to measure the production and distribution of American 
knowledge. Adam (2019) argues that ers's economic-information activity-related analysis method uses variable 
regression analysis to measure the correlation between economic development and information activities, and 
finally determines three factors to measure the information economy level of each country. While Dale (2000) 
reflects the socio-economic impact of information activities, social and economic development is reflected by 
GNP, which aims to explain the impact of socio-economic development on the Information Economy. The 
method is generally a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis, the data is easy to obtain, the method 
is simple, the workload is small, and the method is operable. However, it requires a high degree of integrity and 
accuracy of statistical data, and requires high choice of methods. Improper selection will affect scientificity. The 
above describes the measurement methods of eight kinds of information economy scales at home and abroad, 
most of which are qualitative analysis, and some are quantitative analysis based on qualitative analysis. Because 
the standards for dividing the information industry are not uniform and the division is more complicated, so at 
present there is no particularly sophisticated way to measure (Li 1994). This paper adopts a combination of 
input-output method and statistical method. The measurement method is simple and operability. It can be widely 
used in the measurement of Information Economy in different regions and has strong practicability. 

3 Method 

In this paper, the input-output method is chosen to calculate the scale of information economy. First, 
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scientific. This method is based on the production theory of social products and the general equilibrium theory, 
which was founded by Leontief, the Nobel Prize winner. 

The second point is applicable to structural analysis. Because the input-output method is based on the 
input-output table, the structure of the input-output table determines that the structural analysis can be carried out. 
One is the structure of each department, and the other is the internal structure of the Department. 

Third, it reflects all aspects of economic operation. The first quadrant reflects the production process; the first 
and second quadrants reflect the distribution process; the second quadrant reflects the consumption process; the 
second and third quadrants reflect the exchange process. 

Fourth, mature economic analysis methods. 1, Second, input-output method is one of the methods 
recommended by the United Nations for national economic accounting; third, input-output method is a common 
method for industrial structure analysis. The core of using input-output method to calculate the scale of 
information economy is to work out the input-output table. The input-output table has the following three 
characteristics, so it makes the information economy scale calculated by the input-output method more accurate. 

(1) The scale of information economy obtained by input-output method is absolute, not relative. At present, 
in the measurement method of information economy, some scholars use the index method. The advantage of the 
index method is that it can comprehensively study all levels of economic activities. The index index index is a 
relative concept, which can be compared according to the results. That is to say, it needs two or more samples to 
make sense. It is not applicable to study a certain region alone, so it cannot be clearly understood The 
development degree of information economy scale. Compared with some relative numbers, the input-output 
table provides absolute values, which are of more reference and practical significance for studying the scale of 
information economy. 

(2) The input-output table shows the annual data, so the annual information economy scale can be calculated. 
In measuring the information economy, some scholars adopt the method of econometric model. For example, the 
measurement method adopted in the white paper on the development of China's information industry is the 
production function, which is a econometric model. The sample is a time series, so the result of the econometric 
model is the average value over a period of time, rather than the value in a certain year. Because the information 
industry has the characteristics of rapid development and strong comprehensiveness, it is not accurate to measure 
the annual information economy scale with a period of information economy scale. On the basis of input-output 
table, using annual data to measure, we can get relatively accurate results. 

(3) By using the input-output method, the composition of information economy can be made clear. Through 
the sector classification of the input-output table of information economy, the sector composition of the 
input-output table of information economy can be clarified. Through the observation of the second phenomenon 
of the input-output table of information economy, the composition of the use of information economy can be 
made clear. Through the observation of the third quadrant of the input-output table of the information economy, 
the composition of the added value of the information economy can be made clear. Through the observation of 
the first and second phenomena in the input-output table, we can make clear the output and consumption 
structure of information economic activities. 

4 Measurement of Chongqing's Information Economy Scale in 2017 

The construction of the input-output table in 2017 requires the preparation of an input-output table every 2. 7 
years according to the requirements for the preparation of the input-output table. Two points need to be explained. 
First, the determination of the information industry sector in the input-output table for 2017. The classification of 
information industry departments in 2017 is obtained, as shown in the following table. The second point is the 
determination of information coefficient. In calculating the information coefficient, the data of “the country's 
employment population by education level and industry category” is used. The data set does not directly relate to 
the division of departments in the input-output table for 2017, and needs to be consolidated before calculation. 

At present, the definition of information industry by experts and scholars is divided into two kinds, narrow 
definition and broad definition. In a narrow sense, the information industry is basically defined as “an industry 
related to activities such as information generation, collection, storage, processing, dissemination and utilization”. 
Simply put, it is an information industry based on numbers and networks. The information industry in a broad 
sense is “the industry related to all economic activities in the information society”. For the narrow sense of the 
information industry, Chongqing's Tencent, Jingdong, Alibaba, Baidu, Netease and other Internet companies 
undoubtedly belong to the category of information industry. Traditional industries such as mining, manufacturing, 
and even agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery also have information activities within these 
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industries, but these information activities are used for internal consumption and do not enter the market for 
trading. However, a large part of their output value is brought by information activities. The added value 
generated by these information activities should also belong to the category of information economy. Some 
information industries should also be separated from traditional industries. The information industry in a broad 
sense has the characteristics of the times and corresponds to the information age and information society. 

There are 139 departments in the input-output table. If we want to study the information economy on this 
basis, we must first distinguish which of these departments are information departments. The division of 
information departments here should be based on our own understanding of information production The 
definition of industry, as well as the existing industry classification standards, combine the two to determine a 
more reasonable allocation of departments. 

Experts and scholars have different opinions on the information industry and the information service industry. 
This article is based on the ‘Classification of Productive Service Industry (2017)’ and the ‘Provisional 
Regulations on Statistical Classification of Information Related Industries’ issued by the National Bureau of 
Statistics.(See attached table) The two industry classification standards and the opinions held by most experts 
and scholars define the information industry from a narrow perspective based on the principle of accurate 
measurement as far as possible. In a narrow sense, the information industry is large,it is divided into two types, 
information industry and information service industry. The classification of information industry and information 
service based on 2017 input-output table is as follows: 

Table 1 Classification of Information Services Sectors in the 2017 Input-Output Table 

Information service industry 
Information transmission, software and information technology services 
Scientific research and technical services 
Education 
Culture, Sports and Entertainment 
Public Administration, Social Security and Social Organizations 

 

The determination of departments in the input-output table of the information economy will be consolidated 
in 2017. According to the calculation method, Chongqing's information economy of scale reached RMB 
667.88billion, accounting for 34.25% of the total GDP in 2017.At the same time, it also means that under the 
current social background, the information economy has grown rapidly and has become an important part of the 
social economy. Although the total amount of information service industry has been improved, its share in the 
information economy has shown a downward trend. The share of information service industry has declined, and 
the share of information service industry and virtual information sector has increased slightly. 

5. Conclusion 

The impact of information activities on the national economy is growing. It is necessary to measure the scale 
of information economy scientifically and accurately, so that people have a clearer understanding of the scale of 
information economy. Therefore, this paper focuses on the measurement of the scale of information economy. 
Through a series of methods, we construct the input-output tables of information economy in 2017. According to 
the data of two input-output tables of information economy, we get the scale and composition of information 
economy in 2017, the position of information economy in national economy and the position of three 
information industries in information economy. In 2017, the total amount of information economy was 667.88 
billion, accounting for 34.25% of the total GDP in 2017. 
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